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Marquee
flooring system

Distributor stamp

52 m2

on both
pallets!

IKAFLOOR plastic flooring takes up half as much space

as wooden flooring systems and weighs far less. It is

easier to store, easier to transport and easier to lay.

And a single person can lay it alone. From a financial

point of view, time and money can thus be saved in

both the short and long run.

Save space and expense

15 kg
wood
per m2

IKAFLOOR plastic flooring can be washed or high-pressure

hosed and can withstand all standard cleaning agents. This

saves you time and the flooring remains in perfect condition

year after year.

Simple
Maintenance 6 kg

plastic
per m2



IKAFLOOR plastic flooring should be laid with the tiles

staggered. Begin in one corner and lay tiles to form

one of the sides. Start the next row with a half tile,

thus staggering the tiles in this row in relation to the

first. Fast, easy and efficient, even for a single person.

Easy fitting

IKAFLOOR is a modular flooring system suitable for a variety of

purposes, including marquees, party tents and much, much more.

The system consists of 50x50 cm robust plastic floor tiles, which

can be quickly and easily joined to form a presentable floor with a

hard-wearing, easy-to-clean surface. The tiles can be joined at will

to form larger sections and the coupling system ensures a firm,

even and exceptionally stable flooring.

No matter the use, IKAFLOOR provides presentable flooring.

It has an unobtrusive surface and is ideal for banquets,

exhibitions, outdoor functions and many other events.

Outdoors and indoors alike.

Presentable 
appearance

· Party tents
· Beer tents
· Bar tents
· Sales tents
· Exhibition tents
· Outdoor events
· And much, much more

Applications
IKAFLOOR is also available
with chamfered edges.


